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*J.I.A.N.L. 255 At a glance
This article explores how language analysis is used to assist decision-makers in reaching judgments
about asylum applicants' claims regarding their country of origin. By tracing the process followed by
the case of RB (Somalia) 1 through the UK's decision-making and appeals procedures, the article
illustrates how language analysis has been used in the UK in recent years. It considers some of the
contested issues surrounding language analysis, including its deployment in cases where there is
doubt about the validity of claims related to specific nationalities, and the potential consequences for
the consideration of claims in situations where language analysis combines with abbreviated or
fast-track procedures. The article considers how the application of the rules on expert evidence have
been modified in the case of RB (Somalia) to take account of language analysis, and it also attempts
to place the UK experience within its wider context by exploring various methods used to conduct
language analysis in different jurisdictions. The article concludes by reflecting on the role played by
language analysis - whether formal or informal - in the asylum decision-making-process and by
making some suggestions for the future.

Language analysis and asylum determination
Language analysis has played a role in the determination of asylum claims for many years.
Guidelines issued by an international group of linguists in 2004 describe it as follows:
‘Language Analysis is used by a number of governments around the world as part of the process of
determining whether asylum seekers' cases are genuine. Such analysis usually involves
consideration of a recording of the asylum seeker's speech in order to judge their country of origin’.2
Methods vary. A recording of the asylum seeker's speech may be made during an interview with an
immigration official and then sent to an analyst, or the analyst may conduct the interview him or
herself, in which case it may take place over the telephone rather than face *J.I.A.N.L. 256 to face.
The interview may include questions which test geographical or cultural knowledge. The analysis
itself generally involves looking for linguistic features in the person's speech, and testing knowledge
about the country. Language analysis is used to test whether the person is really from their claimed
country of origin, and it is a technique which has proved popular in a range of jurisdictions, including
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, Belgium, Germany, Australia, the UK and elsewhere. While
the analysis of a piece of recorded speech appears to be a common feature, the question of who
should conduct the analysis has been answered in different ways. The guidelines mentioned above
require that the analyst be a qualified linguist,3 but an alternative view is that language analysis can
be conducted by native speakers supervised by linguists.4 Although linguists may hold a range of
views regarding the appropriateness of different methods, and many would question the reliability of
language analysis as a means of establishing national origin, most linguists seem to agree that the
way that a person speaks contains clues about their origin.5 The difficult task which decision-makers
face is how to use the clues which language analysis can give them about an applicant's origins,
including the uncertainties inherent in that information, and apply it in the context of a decision making
process which requires binary ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers to the question whether protection should be
given.
Where language analysis is weighed in the balance alongside other evidence regarding an asylum
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claim, it may be capable of improving the accuracy of decisions. For example, language analysis may
help to confirm someone's nationality when an individual has no other means of establishing it. But
where language analysis is being used to confirm doubts or suspicions already held by Government
decision-makers that an applicant is making a false nationality claim, then it is appropriate to pause
and ask some questions about it. Individual asylum applicants, who are otherwise generally credible,
are entitled to be given the benefit of the doubt in the consideration of their claim, unless there are
good reasons to the contrary,6 and, in that context, the debate about whether a doubtful approach
stems from justifiable scepticism about an individual's claim, or is being adopted on a more routine
basis by Governments for policy ends, to deter claims, is an important one. That debate is more fully
engaged elsewhere,7 and therefore, rather than rehearse the arguments about the connection
between policy approaches and a suspicious approach to asylum claims, the aim of this article is to
trace how language analysis is used in the decision-making and appeals process in the UK, including
how it interacts - or could interact- with procedures which abbreviate the consideration of claims. It
takes as its theme an exploration of how the clues about origin contained in a person's speech are
gathered, analysed, presented to decision-makers and applied by them, in order to reach some
conclusions about the impact which the use of language analysis evidence has - or may have -on the
decision-maker's task. With this theme in mind, we can now turn to explore how language analysis
was used in the case of RB (Somalia).

*J.I.A.N.L. 257 Language Analysis in the UK - RB (Somalia)
The Court of Appeal decision in RB (Somalia) v SSHD 8 was handed down in March 2012. The
appellant's claim in that case arose from her membership of the Bajuni minority clan in Somalia.9 She
claimed asylum in June 2007, and SPRAKAB,10 the agency with which the UK Border Agency (UKBA)
contracted its language analysis work at the time she applied for asylum, analysed her speech on
behalf of the UKBA four days after her screening interview.
Most asylum applicants have a screening interview and it precedes the substantive interview at which
the details of their narrative of persecution are given. UKBA's guidance says that screening
procedures should be used to establish the applicant's background and identity, their reasons for
applying for asylum and their route into the UK.11 At screening, applicants can also be asked to
undergo language analysis. The process, as practiced when the applicant in RB(Somalia) claimed
asylum, is described in the UKBA's Language Analysis Asylum Process Instruction(API). It started
with a telephone interview, which would take place between the asylum applicant and the SPRAKAB
analyst.12 The applicant would be asked questions relating to language and country of origin, and their
speech would be recorded.13 According to the API, the full outcomes of the result would be framed as
follows:
a) Applicant speaks language X found with certainty not in the country/area they claim to be;
b) Applicant speaks language X found with certainty in country area
c) Applicant speaks language X found most likely in country/area
d) Applicant speaks language X found likely in country/area
e) Applicant speaks language X found possibly in country/area
Although the API told decision-makers to look at all evidence about nationality, and not just the
language analysis result, they were also told that the combination of a finding that the applicant
speaks a language found ‘with certainty not’ in the claimed country of origin14 and insufficient
knowledge of the country of origin ‘provides strong evidence that the applicant is not of the nationality
they claim to be’.15 In RB (Somalia), the preliminary result of the SPRAKAB analysis was that the
applicant spoke a variety of Swahili with certainty not found in Somalia but with certainty found in
Kenya.16

*J.I.A.N.L. 258 Language analysis, suspicion and consequences
It is not clear from the decision why the applicant in RB (Somalia) underwent language analysis, but it
may simply have been because she claimed to be Somali. At the time, the relevant API told
decision-makers that they should use language analysis when they were doubtful about whether an
applicant was from their claimed country of origin,17 and the same API also permitted the routine use
of language analysis for applicants who claimed to be Somali or Afghani.18 In other words, language
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analysis could be used when the decision-maker suspected that the applicant was concealing their
nationality, but it could also be used routinely for certain nationalities. Having already noted the
decision maker's duty to give individual consideration to each asylum applicant's claim, it is obvious
that the routine use of language analysis for particular nationalities contradicts that duty. It also
indicates why applicants may have undergone language analysis simply because they claimed to be
Somali, rather than because of doubts about them as individuals.
According to John Campbell,19 we do not have far to look before we discover the reasons why
language analysis is associated with a doubtful approach to asylum claims. For him, the underlying
premise of language analysis was to be found in the same Language Analysis API, where it stated:
‘Intelligence and CID data reports indicate that there may be a significant percentage of asylum
applicants claiming to be a nationality which is different to their true nationality, in order to further their
asylum claim and/or to frustrate removal’.20
The link between language analysis and a doubtful approach is also clear from one of the API's aims,
which is ‘to assist in identifying an applicant's nationality in cases of doubt and to deter fraudulent
claims’.21
John Campbell argues that the premise underpinning the routine use of language analysis for
Somalis and Afghanis - that a significant percentage of claims from these nationalities are false - is
flawed.22 And for him, the UKBA's institutional response - the use of language analysis as practised
by SPRAKAB - has demonstrably failed to meet the Government's own objective of reducing the
number of applicants from those countries.23 Others, such as Heaven Crawley, have also explored
the policy objectives lying behind the introduction of measures aimed at reducing the number of
asylum applications - including the introduction of accelerated procedures for clearly unfounded cases
and restrictions on socioeconomic support - and have *J.I.A.N.L. 259 questioned their compatibility
with an accessible asylum process as well as their effectiveness in deterring claims.24
This article notes that policy objectives which seek to reduce the number of asylum applications are
linked to the introduction of non-suspensive appeals and other such measures, and it does not
attempt to revisit the arguments, made by others, as to whether such measures are justified or
effective. However, where a doubtful approach to applicants combines with the use of language
analysis, official guidance indicates that accelerated procedures may be used, and this can result in
individual applicants having little opportunity to establish their claim. This aspect of the impact which
language analysis can have on the asylum decision-making process is discussed next.

Language analysis and accelerated decision-making
Examination of the relevant APIs reveals how language analysis can lead to the consideration of
claims being abbreviated or accelerated. If, following the screening interview, the UKBA
decision-maker considers that the preliminary language analysis result provides strong evidence that
the applicant is not of the nationality claimed, or if language analysis indicates that the person is a
national of one of the countries listed in the relevant legislation as ‘generally safe’, then the API
Nationality Doubtful Disputed and Other Cases tells decision-makers to consider whether the asylum
application is clearly unfounded.25 If the decision-maker certifies the claim as clearly unfounded, the
applicant cannot appeal against the refusal of his asylum claim prior to removal.26 The same API also
shows that language analysis can lead to a claim being routed into the Detained Fast Track,27 which
means that the applicant will be detained throughout the decision-making process.
A note of caution should of course be struck before we conclude that a language analysis result can
determine the outcome of an asylum claim in these circumstances. After all, almost any asylum
application can be accelerated, whether language analysis is involved or not.28 What the above
account reveals, therefore, is the potential for non-suspensive appeals and detained processes to
combine with language analysis, and not the extent to which it does happen. We can conclude,
however, that when language analysis does lead to non-suspensive appeals, that combination can
leave applicants with scant opportunity to challenge either the analysis itself or the refusal of their
claim.29 Equally, language analysis may be especially detrimental in the Detained Fast Track, since
the prospects of an applicant having the wherewithal, from detention, to instruct an expert who can
counter the linguistic analysis obtained by the UKBA must be very slim.30

*J.I.A.N.L. 260 RB (Somalia) at the Upper Tribunal
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In RB (Somalia) 's case, the applicant's substantive interview was conducted through an interpreter
who spoke Kibajuni, the language of the Somali clan on whose membership her claim was based.
Her asylum claim was not accelerated and she appealed its refusal to the First-tier Tribunal. When
this appeal - at which she was unrepresented - failed, she was then allowed to take her case to the
Upper Tribunal on the basis that the Immigration Judge had not properly considered two main points.
The first was that the SPRAKAB personnel, who had decided that she spoke Swahili, and not
Kibajuni, were anonymous, and this did not comply with the usual rules requiring expert witnesses to
be identified. The second was that while SPRAKAB had chosen to interview her in Swahili, she had
given evidence at her appeal in Kibajuni, the language of the Bajuni clan. As already noted, her
substantive interview - which had lasted over four hours - had also been conducted through a Bajuni
interpreter.
The Upper Tribunal regarded RB Somalia's appeal as an appropriate one in which to look in general
terms at linguistic evidence and the SPRAKAB approach.31 They considered oral evidence from the
director of SPRAKAB, and written reports from a contra- expert who had unfortunately predeceased
the hearing. They also had written material and reports on research carried out into the general
treatment of Somali claims from Dr Derek Nurse, and country information reports. In their conclusions,
the Upper Tribunal endorsed SPRAKAB's approach. The anonymity of SPRAKAB analysts, although
contrary to the usual rules about expert witnesses, did not concern them, as long as their
qualifications were clear. They were impressed with the fact that SPRAKAB used different analysts to
check the piece of recorded speech,32 and they criticised the contra-expert for omitting to record her
conversation with the appellant.33 They did not consider the criticism that the analysis should have
been conducted in the appellant's claimed first language to be a valid one, and they did not regard the
fact that Bajuni interpreters had been used at interview and appeal as relevant.34
Their general guidance was that where linguistic analysis evidence was being relied on, then the
speech recordings should be made available to the opposing party.35 In relation to the SPRAKAB
approach, they acceded to their request for anonymity36 and, although they noted the advice which
said that a decision about a person's origin should not be based solely on linguistic analysis, their own
guidance was that where there was clear and reasoned analysis leading to an opinion expressed in
terms of certainty or near certainty, ‘little more will be required to justify a conclusion on whether an
applicant or appellant has the history claimed’.37
Although they acknowledged the possibility that the kind of linguistic analysis used by SPRAKAB
could be subject to more peer review in the future,38 the Upper Tribunal concluded that ‘little more’
than SPRAKAB's ‘with certainty’ finding that the appellant was not Somali was required, and her claim
failed.

*J.I.A.N.L. 261 Responses to RB (Somalia) at the Upper Tribunal
Reactions to the Upper Tribunal decision relate to two aspects of linguistic analysis: the choice of
language and the person who conducts the analysis.

Choice of language
The Upper Tribunal issued its decision in February 2010 and it sparked some debate about their
endorsement of an approach which allowed analysis to be conducted in a language which was not
the applicant's claimed first language. Writing in 2010, John Brick criticised that approach for lacking
independence, on the basis that speaking to the applicant in a Kenyan language assumed the
appellant not to be Bajuni before she had uttered a word.39 When the manager of SPRAKAB, who
gave oral evidence before the Upper Tribunal, had been asked why Swahili, in preference to Kibajuni,
had been chosen as the language of the first interview, her response had been that the overwhelming
majority of those claiming to be Bajuni turned out to be from Kenya.40 While this might explain their
approach, it appears to confirm a lack of impartiality and indicates prejudgement in SPRAKAB's
approach to Somali claims. And it should also be noted that the extent to which fraudulent Somali
claims feature in the UK's asylum process is disputed. Writing in the journal Ethnic and Racial
Studies, John Campbell refers to UKBA's own data on the use of language analysis between 2007
and 2009.41 While that data indicated that some claims to be Somali could be false,42 it also revealed
a much lower incidence of fraudulent claims than their own guidance, or SPRAKAB's evidence,
suggested. It is also worth observing at this point that Bajuni claims are often associated with their
membership of a minority ethnic group who speak a language or dialect originally spoken in Somalia
but also associated with Kenya due to conflict-induced displacement.43
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In relation to the choice of language, the contra expert in RB(Somalia) had also considered that it was
‘obvious’ that the appellant would have avoided Kibajuni words, so that the Swahili speaking
interpreter could understand her,44 and according to John Brick this type of vocal adjustment can
affect the validity of the resulting report.45

Who should analyse? Native speaker versus linguist
Views also diverge on another aspect of the methods used in RB Somalia 's case and that is the
question of who should conduct the analysis. SPRAKAB uses ‘native speaker’ analysts, rather than
linguists, to perform this key role. This methodological question is of course crucial, and few analysts
will meet the ideal standard, set by Maryns, of a person who combines linguistic *J.I.A.N.L. 262
expertise, the ability to express knowledge using standard systems for transcription and discourse
representation, and detailed local knowledge - the ‘man next door’.46 In the absence of the ideal
analyst, however, there does not seem to be consensus among linguists as to who should conduct
the analysis.47 But, leaving aside the question of how much linguistic expertise an analyst should
have, and how ‘native’ a native speaker needs to be, on the basis that these are questions for
linguists to address,48 we are still left with questions about how a suitable analyst and the appropriate
language of analysis should be identified in individual cases. Taking into account the divergence of
views that exist on the methods that should be used to analyse speech, the Upper Tribunal's
endorsement of SPRAKAB's methods of interview and analysis is discouraging, but it is the
prominence which the Upper Tribunal itself has given to the case which gives the issues it raises
added importance.

RB (Somalia) as general guidance
The Upper Tribunal's statement that RB (Somalia) gives general guidance as regards the treatment of
linguistic analysis evidence creates the expectation that the scope for individual cases to depart from
it will be limited. This is similar to the approach taken to Country Guidance cases, which are treated
as binding precedent by the First-tier and Upper Tribunals.49 However, the case does not claim to set
precedent in respect of appeals about Somalia, and so Country Guidance is the wrong description to
give it. Although there is no formal indication that RB (Somalia) has been ‘starred’, its general
guidance could be seen as similar to a ‘starred’ determination, which is a mechanism for treating
cases dealing with particular matters as authoritative about that matter.50
Two of the three matters on which the case is to be treated as general guidance are uncontroversial.
They are firstly that sound recordings which form the basis of any linguistic evidence should be made
available to the opposing party,51 and secondly that the appellant and the UKBA should each be able
to have any linguistic evidence in a particular case expertly assessed, and that all such evidence
should be taken into account.52 These matters reflect good practice, but the third matter, which is the
Upper Tribunal's endorsement of the ‘with certainty’ opinions which SPRAKAB reach, has provoked
disquiet. Three points are relevant here. Firstly, opinions expressed with certainty conceal
disagreements among experts. While one expert may be certain about their conclusions, others may
disagree that their methods are appropriate, and we have already seen that the decision in RB
(Somalia) to analyse the appellant's *J.I.A.N.L. 263 speech in her claimed second language, not her
first, and the reliability of the conclusions reached in these circumstances is one such area of
disagreement.53 Secondly, ‘with certainty’ conclusions can indicate certainty about uncertain things.
For example, one issue on which the experts seem to agree is that language analysis does not
determine nationality. Language analysis can - as Diana Eades puts it - be used to draw reasonable
conclusions about the place where a speaker has learned to be a member of local societies,54 but
linguists should not be asked to make determinations about national origin.55 At best, language
analysis indicates the place(s) of socialisation of individuals, but not their nationality.56 And yet,
decision-makers are to treat a language analysis report which concludes that an applicant has
insufficient knowledge of the country and speaks a language found ‘with certainty not’ in the claimed
country of origin as strong evidence that they are not from that country. This is the third difficulty
associated with the Upper Tribunal's endorsement of ‘with certainty’ conclusions. The Upper Tribunal
appears to be endorsing an approach which can ultimately leave the task of determining national
origin with the linguist.

RB (Somalia) at the Court of Appeal
In March 2012, the Court of Appeal arrived at their decision on RB (Somalia). 57 The Court endorsed
the Upper Tribunal's approach to linguistic analysis evidence, with one reservation. They noted that
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the UKBA official had expressed doubts about the applicant's claim to be Somali four days before the
first SPRAKAB analysis was conducted, and the Court considered that these circumstances could
breach the usual rules requiring experts to ensure that their independence was maintained and that
their evidence was not influenced by the pressures of litigation.58 As Tony Good has noted, it is
difficult for any expert to remain objective when asked to give evidence for one side in adversarial
litigation.59 As regards the judicial task of assessing and determining the value and weight to be
attached to expert evidence in asylum cases, the question of the proper approach to be taken has
also exercised judges for a long time.60 In order to address some of these issues, Practice Directions,
setting out what is required of expert witnesses, have been introduced by the Tribunals.61 The expert's
paramount duty is to help the Tribunal, and that duty overrides any obligation to the person instructing
or paying the expert. The expert's opinions should be objective and unbiased, should consider those
facts which detract from his opinion as well as those which support it and the expert should not
assume the role of an advocate.62 Although the Upper Tribunal did not think that these rules should
apply to SPRAKAB's reports since the rules related to the preparation of evidence for *J.I.A.N.L. 264
appeals while the reports were ‘typically prepared for a decision-maker and not for an appeal’,63 the
Court of Appeal disagreed:
‘The mere fact that an initial report is obtained for the Secretary of State, for example, and not for a
tribunal is no reason not to have well in mind the protection afforded by the Direction. For example, it
remains of importance to know the nature of the instructions given to the expert and that the expert
evidence should be an independent view uninfluenced by the source of the instructions or pressure of
any sort. The expert is required to provide an objective, unbiased opinion on matters within the
expert's expertise. An expert must not assume the role of an advocate. Such principles are vital
whatever the circumstances in which the report was obtained’.64
Having warned the Upper Tribunal that the fact that a report had been prepared for a first instance
decision-maker, rather than for the Tribunal, left unaltered the requirement that expert evidence
should be independent, the Court of Appeal's intervention in the case ended, and in their conclusions,
the Court found no error of law in the Upper Tribunal's decision. Emphasising the powers of that
tribunal to manage the conduct of the cases presented to the First-tier and Upper Tribunals, the Court
pointed out that it was within the Upper Tribunal's broad discretion to control the evidence presented
at both Tribunals, and to ensure that expert reports were objective. That discretion allowed them to
waive the usual rules on expert evidence in relation to SPRAKAB reports.65
It is disappointing, given the context of suspicion within which linguistic analysis evidence so often
comes into play, that the Court of Appeal went no further than to express their concern that the usual
rules, designed to avoid bias, were not being applied to this kind of evidence. The Court reminded the
Upper Tribunal that they should ensure that linguistic analysis evidence is sufficiently independent,
and this may comply with the restrained approach which has characterised the higher courts'
relationship with tribunals in recent times, but it does not provide the guidance which might be
expected to arise from its supervisory role in relation to tribunals.66

Where next for language analysis?
As noted at the outset, the purpose of this article is to illustrate the use of language analysis in asylum
decision-making in the UK through the medium of the decisions in RB (Somalia), and to make
suggestions for the future. Regarding the future, the Upper Tribunal has acknowledged that the
reliability of language analysis has limits, that it is a potentially developing discipline, and that the
methods used by SPRAKAB at the time RB (Somalia) was decided may become subject to more peer
review.67
Other methods and other approaches to linguistic analysis evidence exist, but the opportunities for
these to be presented in asylum appeals, under current tribunal procedures, *J.I.A.N.L. 265 will
depend on the extent to which the UKBA itself considers other forms of analysis, and also on the
extent to which counter expertise is available and is used by appellants. Perhaps the Upper Tribunal,
given the opportunity, will revisit linguistic analysis evidence themselves?

Experience from elsewhere
Discussions about the role played by language in the determination of asylum seekers' origins in a
range of countries have taken place in different fora, as already noted,68 and that work reveals a
wealth of experience from which the UK's decision-making process can draw. While the extent of its
use within any jurisdiction can be difficult to ascertain, other countries have longer histories of using
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language analysis. In 2003, for example, Eades and others published research into the Australian
authorities' use of language analysis,69 by which time Maryns and Blommaert had also published
research on the narratives of asylum seekers in Belgium, which touched on the same topic.70 In
Australia the interview between the applicant and the immigration department was recorded and the
recording was then subjected to linguistic analysis by a private company,71 a method which is similar
to that used in the UK. In Belgium, by contrast, language analysis took place inside a Government
Department. The Belgian Documentation Centre (CEDOCA) established an independent language
analysis desk in 2001 whose practice was to use language analysis at a late stage in the procedure
when there was already considerable doubt about an applicant's origin.72 It only conducted analyses
in respect of a few particular areas, and it based those analyses on a recorded interview between an
applicant and an official which lasted at least thirty minutes. The report had to address specific issues
about phonology, syntax and other linguistic and cultural matters. It was always emphasised that,
where the result was negative, it could not be regarded as conclusive regarding an applicant's
nationality, and should only form part of the evidential assessment. Only when the result was positive
could it be decisive.73 According to Maryns, the separate Belgian language analysis desk became a
victim of its own adherence to high quality standards, as it took on very few cases and was eventually
shut down.74 Dirk Van Heule's observation of more recent data confirmed that language analysis was
exceptional in the Belgian procedure, was only used in twenty cases in 2009, and then only in the late
stages of the decision-making process.75 In 2003, Australian researchers concluded that language
analysis as practised there was not valid or reliable, in that it appeared to be based on ‘folk views’
about the relationship between language, nationality and ethnicity, and not on sound linguistic
principles.76 There is experience to draw on. As well as showing that language analysis can be used
differently- by analysing fewer applicants' speech, by giving its results less *J.I.A.N.L. 266
prominence in a decision, or by using it at a later stage in the process- international experience also
reveals the areas of disagreement and consensus which remain.

Discussion and conclusions
Asylum decision-making is notoriously difficult. Decision-makers can gather relevant case law,
guidance and information about the country of origin, and puzzle over it at length in their efforts to
decide on a claim. In the end, the decision comes down to whether they believe the applicant or not. It
is therefore not surprising, given the difficulties of deciding credibility, that decision-makers look for
whatever help they can get. And quasi-scientific tools, like language analysis, can seem to help.
Having explored its use on previous pages, and with the aim of suggesting ways of achieving more
accurate decisions, some tentative conclusions can be drawn here about the correct approach to be
taken to language analysis in the initial asylum decision, and at appeal.
In relation to the initial asylum decision, language analysis evidence is potentially relevant to some
degree. It is relevant because questions about the link between the way a person speaks and their
country of origin should not be left to the decision-maker. Such questions are matters of specialist
expertise, just as questions about medical and psychological conditions are matters for experts.
Already, this conclusion may be questioned on the basis that it over-emphasises the role of expert
evidence in a field where, in order to ensure that otherwise generally credible applicants are given the
benefit of the doubt,77 there are circumstances where proof of all elements of a claim is not required,78
and where, as already noted, it may be impracticable to expect applicants to instruct expert evidence.
79
But while there are attractions to an apparently simpler approach which does not require expert
evidence, it has its drawbacks since it may lead to judgments - including those about the link between
language and origin - being made in opaque and unaccountable ways.
If language analysis is to be used, then the method should comply with the experts' consensus about
how it should be used.
There are risks of error both in using and in not using language analysis and therefore the role it plays
in the decision-making process should be an appropriate one. The risk arising from reliance on a
report which erroneously concludes that someone does not speak in the way that a person from their
claimed country of origin would speak is that the decision-maker returns that person to persecution.
When assessing the risks associated with language analysis, therefore, steps should be taken to
reduce the risk of error and from the UKBA perspective, this would include issuing appropriate
guidance to decision-makers. The risks of not using language analysis at all should also be assessed.
If, in the absence of formal linguistic evidence, decision-makers - perhaps along with interpreters would still make informal judgments about the language and origin of an applicant, but would do so
covertly,80 then open reliance on formal linguistic evidence is preferable.
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We therefore need to consider what type of guidance to decision-makers would reduce the risk of
error arising from its use. Such guidance could have four elements:
*J.I.A.N.L. 267 • It should start from the premise that each applicant is entitled to an individual
determination of their claim and therefore language analysis should not be used automatically or
routinely for any nationality.
• Analysts should have relevant expertise. Since there is an absence of consensus among the experts
as to who should conduct the analysis, with some experts insisting that only qualified linguists will do,
while others regard native speakers supervised by linguists as suitable, the question of what
constitutes relevant expertise remains a matter of debate. However, some basic conclusions can be
drawn: it is implausible that linguistic expertise would not be required, and simply speaking the
language cannot be enough.
• Guidance should also address the form of the analyst's report, which should include sufficiently
detailed narrative about the reasoning on which any conclusions are based.
• There should be detailed guidance to the decision-maker on how to use the report. As well as
reminding them of their duty to consider the narrative and the opinion of the expert, this guidance
must also emphasise that it is for the decision-maker, and not for the linguist, to decide the claim.
However tempting the prospect of sharing the responsibility for a decision might be, the task of
looking at all the evidence and giving each element its appropriate weight cannot be delegated to the
expert since to do so would deny the applicant their right to an individual decision by the determining
authority,81 which in the UK means that a UKBA decision-maker must take it.82
We can now turn to consider how language analysis evidence should be tested on appeal. Here, the
normal approach to expert evidence should be taken, as set out in the Practice Directions of the
Immigration and Asylum Chamber of the First-tier and Upper Tribunals. Aspects of these Practice
Directions have been discussed above83 and they involve treating the analyst as a witness, including
identifying them, cross-examining them and ensuring that, as far as possible they comply with the
rules designed to ensure impartiality. Equally, the contra expert should give evidence and be
examined on it.
Finally, were the Upper Tribunal and the Court of Appeal correct to approach the case of RB
(Somalia) in the way that they did? The uncontroversial matters included in the Upper Tribunal's
guidance have already been noted and they are firstly that, where linguistic analysis evidence is being
relied on, then the speech recordings should be made available to the opposing party84 and secondly
that any linguistic evidence being relied on by one party should be expertly assessed, made available
to the other and taken into account in any decision.85 On the other hand, the Upper Tribunal should
not have excused SPRAKAB witnesses from being identified in the same way as any other expert
witnesses, and should not have endorsed SPRAKAB's ‘with certainty’ conclusions, since their
statement that ‘little more’ than those conclusions was required runs the risk of encouraging
over-reliance by decision-makers on such reports.
Although the First-tier and Upper Tribunal appeals structure has encouraged the higher courts to be
restrained in their supervision of tribunal decision-making, the supervisory function still remains,86 and
therefore the Court of Appeal should have given clear guidance about the *J.I.A.N.L. 268 use of this
technique, including that linguistic analysis evidence should be treated like any other expert evidence.
As a postscript, something has to be said about the cost of linguistic analysis. Restrictions on public
funding may put such expertise even further beyond the reach of individual appellants than it already
is,87 and austerity measures may also limit the UKBA's use of language analysis evidence. If that
happens, it will then be the task of those involved in decision-making and appeals to think once more
about how they can ensure that judgments about language and origin are made in fair and
appropriate ways.
Sarah Craig, Lecturer in Public Law, University of Glasgow 88
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